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Summary. This paper describes ongoing work toward a principled controller synthesis
methodology for large-scale, minimalist multi-robot systems. The work’s key objectives is
to establish a set of programming primitives (processes) for which macroscopic behavior can
be formally predicted. Such prediction is made possible by statistical physics techniques that
use properties of time-invariant processes while exploiting the system’s large size. This paper’s
focus is on the use of numerical and simulation methods during construction of the primitive
process set. A computational method, developed by physicists, is used as a high-level simu-
lation to characterize individual process behavior. The output, when interpreted qualitatively,
guides distributed system design. In order to validate the approach, we consider a sequen-
tial inspection domain with a swarm of400+ simulated robots. Synchronization is achieved
through processes analyzed with the methods described, andpredictions are compared with
behavior exhibited in a traditional multi-robot simulation. The two simulation tools play differ-
ent roles in characterizing collective behavior; the differences shed new light on the problem
of multi-robot controller synthesis.

1 Introduction
Robot swarms consist of many simple, small, and inexpensiveunits that exploit syn-
ergistic interactions to perform tasks and achieve robustness through massive redun-
dancy. We consider thesynthesis problem, which requires derivation of local rules
(robot control-laws and communication protocols) that enable the performance of a
pre-specified global task. A method based oncomposition of elementary processes
is proposed that yields controllers for large-scale systems. Most current methods are
task specific, and finding a general solution to the problem remains a major chal-
lenge. This paper describes the use of simulation at different levels of detail aimed
at addressing this challenge.

Researchers have begun seeking principled methods for design of minimalist
systems. One approach isanalysis of existing implementations (e.g., [5, 6]). Iterative
improvements are offered for subsequent implementations and the overall-design
process. Other work has focused on compilation of task-oriented rules [4], or au-
tomating the distribution of sensory information [7], to provide anautomated syn-
thesis methodology. Such approaches are necessarily restricted to particular tasks
or automating specific capabilities, since the general problem is formidable. Anal-
ysis methods have been extrapolated to large systems (e.g.,[6, pp. 12]) but formal
synthesis methods have, thus far, only considered small groups.
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Our proposed synthesis method not only scales to hundreds ofrobots, but actually
exploits large system size. Although not an automated procedure, the method makes
use of predictive tools for guiding design, producing coarse descriptions of behavior
for a particular class of processes. Controller design thenrequires processes to be
combined so as to achieve task-oriented behavior at the collective level. Many theo-
retical questions arise when considering synthesis based on composition. Most im-
portant is the robustness of predictions of the constituentprocesses, because models
must–of necessity–ignore some details. Together with a description of the synthesis
method itself (§2) and descriptions of the simulation techniques used (§4), this paper
addresses the robustness issue in experiments with a simulated swarm applied to a
sequential inspection task (§3).

Our broader research deals with two key questions: 1) How feasible (and tractable)
is prediction of constituent processes as a guide for systemdesign? and 2) Given that
we concentrate on a special class of computational processes, what are the computa-
tional capabilities of this class? We focus on the first question in this paper, specif-
ically showing that the tools described are applicable to multi-robot system design
for simple tasks. The second question is touched on empirically. Non-trivial capa-
bilities are realizable with our method, as shown by considering synchronization, a
canonical problem for groups of loosely-coupled asynchronous agents.

2 Analysis of individual processes
The collective behavior of a multi-robot system is difficultto predict since, in ad-
dition traditional distributed computing issues, robots have noisy sensors, imperfect
actuators, and physical dynamics that constrain actions. Despite the many sources
of complexity, formal synthesis and analysis methods are necessary. An important
question to ask is: what information is neededfrom prediction? The level of detail
required for a formal model is critically affected by the answer to this question. We
accept sparse, qualitative predictions of collective behavior that ignore many low-
level details. Most important from our perspective is the distinction between individ-
ual robot (microscopic) and group (macroscopic) descriptions. Explicitly modelling
the system at these two levels becomes increasingly important as ever larger numbers
of robots are considered.

Statistical mechanics is concerned with the derivation of bulk material properties
from molecular models. The theory typically considers systems with infinitely many
constituents and equilibrium methods also include other assumptions (e.g., slow
changes). Simulation tools are necessary because, even with these assumptions, few
models have analytical solutions. This paper is part of an ongoing research agenda to
explore the limits of such assumptions, range of applicability, and appropriate gen-
eralizations for multi-robot (and multi-agent) systems. These methods require that a
non-traditional view of distributed computation be considered.

A process describes a time-extended series of actions or events. The processes we
consider result from the execution simple, local, computational rules. Each process
is described by listing a range of possible states, and a (possibly non-deterministic)
transition function on those states. Execution of a processis the repeated application
of the transition function. In this paper, states are valuesof internal variables on each
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robot. Only homogeneous systems are considered. At some frequency the transition
function maps from an existing state to a new state, based on the process state and the
state of others within the communication distance. The sequence of state values gen-
erated by each robot is themicrostate evolution; it gives the microscopic details for
a process. A lower-level controller for obstacle avoidance, smoothing sensor read-
ings, etc., has access to the robot’s state variables. We areonly concerned with the
higher-level coordination and cooperative aspects for ourprocesses.

We restrict the processes (and hence transition functions)to those that areer-
godic. This implies the existence of a time-invariant probability measure on the state-
space [8], since the process dynamics have a weak temporal structure. Operationally,
the ergodic property allows for the time average of some quantity to be calculated by
averaging over the state space.

To synthesize controllers for new problems, we envision a library of ergodic
processes, each with a macroscopic description. This description is the mean of
a (process-dependent) characteristic function calculated over all possible system
states; it need only be calculated once for each process. Multiple processes can be
combined so that, provided time-scales are chosen appropriately, the resulting behav-
ior can be inferred from the macroscopic descriptions of theconstituent processes.
Function values are simply calculated over the product of the two constituent state
spaces.

Ergodicity is valuable for synthesis because well-defined parts of the controller
can be independently considered and each can have the ergodic propertyby construc-
tion. Using the property for system analysis requires that the overall system behavior
be ergodic. Such a claim is difficult to make. (Analysis that assumes the plausibility
of a “stochastic series of events” interpretation, as in [6], is far less restrictive.) Exist-
ing work that exploits ergodic dynamics does so only for partof the overall system.
For example, Jones and Matarić [4] consider controllers which perform an ergodic
exploration of the environment, and implicitly use this fact in predicting system per-
formance. White et al. [9] make an assumption about the nature of the environmental
dynamics that amounts to ergodicity. No work so far, however, has explicitly recog-
nized the connection with ergodic theory.

Without inherent temporal structure, ergodic processes appear inadequate for
robot controller design. Restricting design to ergodic processes certainly represents
a significant shift in perspective. Typically, programming(of computers or robots)
involves a decomposition of the task specification into a sequence of steps. The val-
idation task domain explored in this paper is a sequential inspection task, and the
presented controller shows that ergodicity can impose temporal ordering. The pro-
cesses achieve this at a strictly macroscopic level.

3 Sequential inspection task
Given a large bounded environment with multiple sites of interest, consider the prob-
lem of having a robot swarm (in its entirety) visit these sites in a predetermined se-
quence. This situation arises when a mobile robot system supplements a network of
static sensor nodes in order to provide higher-resolution sampling when some phe-
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nomenon is sensed or anticipated. We consider the case in which the entire swarm is
tasked as a unit to perform the inspection of sites of interest in a specified order.

Collective decision making is non-trivial without a centralized leader. Synchro-
nization of state across robots is necessary for sequentialinspection because the
group must collectively decide that the next site should be visited. This form of syn-
chronization was first defined by Jennings and Kirkwood-Watts [3] in a multi-robot
context. We consider individual robots that are extremely limited and show that two
simple ergodic processes are sufficient for this cooperative decision making.

3.1 Process definition
The simulated robots have limited capabilities with noisy sensing and unreliable lo-
cal communication. The sequential inspection controller consists of a low-level con-
troller coupled to two ergodic processes. The processes areresponsible for the deci-
sion of which site of interest to visit. The processes execute in a distributed fashion,
sharing information with neighboring robots through a local-broadcast communica-
tion network (further details in§4.2).

Fig. 1. Vertices represent robots and edges
communication links. Numbers depict Pro-
cess 1 state. A random value (12 here) is ex-
changed. No state information in gray is nec-
essary, it is a strictly local interaction.

Fig. 2. A Process 2 transition. Filled ver-
tices represent state +1, empty ones -1; solid
edges depict alignment, broken edges mis-
alignment. The number of solid (4) and bro-
ken (5) edges is conserved.

Process 1 The state of Process 1 (on each robot) is described by a positive integer.
Force the following constraint to hold: the sum of the state values over all robots
must equalK1. Then the state-space for the entire swarm consists of everypossible
permutation ofK1 over then robots. Although the summation constraint describes
a global property, it is locally enforceable. Robotx in statexi can transition to state
xi+1 and maintain constraint by reaching an agreement with another robot, sayy.
Roboty must to transition fromyi to yi+1 so thatyi+1 + xi+1 = xi + yi.

The dynamics function makes a transition from statexi to xi+1 by setting apart a
random portion ofxi and transmitting it to a randomly selected robot within commu-
nication range. The value ofxi+1 is obtained by adding any portions received from
neighbors. (The portion is only removed by the sender with confirmation of receipt.)
Thus, the sum of state values remainsK1. Fig. 1 shows the result of this transition.

Process 2 The second process is based on the ferromagnetic Ising model[1]. Each
robot’s process can be in one of two states:{−1, 1}. Two values on neighboring
robots arealigned if they have the same state values, andmisaligned otherwise. The
total number of aligned and misaligned edges are written asNaligned andNmisaligned

respectively. We writeK2 = −Naligned+ Nmisaligned.
The transition rules conserveK2. Two neighboring robots can calculate the effect

of flipping local state (i.e., changing to the other state) byexamining their immediate
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neighbors. This constraint can also be locally enforced. Asbefore, the decision as to
which neighbor, and whether to flip or not, is randomly selected. Process 1 is clear in
terms of vertex states, Process 2 is more intuitive as operating on edges. See Fig. 2.

3.2 Process analysis

Next, consider the behavior of the processes over a range ofK1 andK2 values.

Process 1 The transition function for Process 1 is a random walk ofK1 units on the
robot communication graph. If robots maintain loose connectivity (i.e., disconnected
subgraphs rejoin periodically) then symmetry suggest equal probabilities over each
of the robots. Thus mean and variance of expected states can be calculated. Both are
trivial, with analytical solutions for any values ofK1 andn. Figs. 3 and 4 compare
those predictions to simulation data.
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Fig. 3. The density function describing the
probability of Process 1 being in a particular
state at a random time. The plot of the full do-
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lineates97% of the probability mass, showing
sharp peak in the distribution.
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Fig. 4. Plots from ten experimental runs
showing the state of a single robot (n = 100
andK1 = 100000) over time. In all cases,
the plotted robot moved quickly into states
well characterized by the theoretical mean and
standard deviation.

Process 2 The symmetry in Process 2 is far less obvious than in the previous case.
The implementation does not bias one configuration over another. Given enough
time, we can expect any two configurations with the equalK2 to be equally likely if
we assume that average network connectivity is stable (or slow changing compared
with execution of Process 2 itself).

We simplify the problem by considering a model of robots placed on a21 ×
21 square lattice with each of the441 robots placed on the grid and connected to
nearest neighbours. To calculate the probability of an ergodic process occurring in a
particular state one must construct a measure over all possible states. Forn robots this
means integrating over the2n states. Process 2’s transition function was simulated
using MMMC (see§4.1 for details). The mean state valueM is calculated for each
configuration and must lie on[−1, 1]. The two extremal values are given for ordered
states, those midway (M ∼ 0) are disordered. The result is a characterization of
the number of given states for a givenK2. The logarithm of this number givesS the
Boltzmann entropy of the configuration (in natural units). Fig. 5 shows a construction
of the entropy surface for different values ofM andE. TheE axis isK2 normalized
to fall between−1 for minimum alignment and+1 for complete alignment. The
figure shows the log conditional probability (S) of anM state given anE value.
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Fig. 5. The entropyS as a function of
M for a givenE. SinceS is a logarithm
of the number of states, the function is
sharply peaked. This implies a high de-
gree of certainty of the process state for
extremum values ofE.

For values ofE ∼ +1 there is one clear peak: the system can be expected to
exhibit behavior withM → 0, or an equal number of−1 and+1 spin values. When
E ∼ −1 the system occurs in one of two states, either many+1 or many−1 values.
If the system is moved from a state of highE to toward lowE, then it will exhibit a
spontaneous symmetry-breaking phase-transition.

Coupling the two processes

Thus far, only constantK1 andK2 conditions have been considered. Now we couple
the processes by allowing Process 1 to slowly increase (decrease)K1 provided that
K2 decreases (increases) by the same amount. This is the same type of conservation
used in defining the processes, but now applied to process parameters. Such a cou-
pling can be modelled as a transition function operating on process parameters while
maintainingK1 + K2 = C. It is essentially a composite process with a combined
state-space. We term this amacroscopic degree-of-freedom.

The entropy (and hence probability distribution) of the composite process can be
calculated by considering the entropy function of each individual process. The exact
method depends on the relative “size” of the entropy function, but a full discussion is
beyond the scope of this paper. For Process 1 we can see that the first process results
in a mean value ofK1

n
per robot. If we permit free exchange of one unit ofK1 for

one unit ofK2, then a decrease inK1 results in an increase inK2. With appropriate
values, the decrease inK1 can result in a rapid transition fromM ∼ 0 to M = −1
or M = +1. This transition is the result of the average behavior of thesystem. We
describe how this is used for the sequential inspection taskbelow.

4 Simulation tools
Trade-offs in run-time, space, and fidelity require the careful choice of simulation
software. We used two software tools, one to characterize a process’s behavior, the
other to simulate the robots executing the appropriate composite controllers. The
first simulates pseudo-dynamics during controller construction, while the second is
a traditional sensor-based simulator used for testing and validation.

4.1 Microcanonical Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MMMC)

Microcanonical Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MMMC) is a numerical method described
by Gross [2] as a variation of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Both methods
approximate a probability distribution by drawing a sequence of random samples.
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Numerical methods are particularly useful when considering the thermodynamics
of finite systems. The need for MMMC arose in nuclear physics because distribu-
tions over unconventional thermodynamic variables (conserved extensive variables)
were considered. The resulting distributions are extremely peaked, with values rang-
ing many orders of magnitude. Naı̈ve sampling fails to obtain sufficient data for the
lower probability states because they arise so infrequently. The MMMC algorithm
decomposes the distribution surface into local patches called knots. Sampling then
proceeds locally for each knot. Partial derivatives of the surface are calculated at each
knot, and the function is then constructed through integration of those values.

Values at each knot are calculated by collecting statisticsby a pseudo-dynamics
simulation of the model from given initial value within the knot. The emphasis is
on collecting numerical data based transitions within the knot itself. The simulation
does not attempt to construct long temporal explorations ofthe states like a typical
simulation would do. We believe that this approach, rather than simulation for plau-
sible runs, is important for characterising the processes.From the perspective of the
entropy surface, such an approach allows far more information to captured, which is
necessary of a complete characterization of process behavior.

We used MMMC to construct the entropy surface for a finite Ising model. Even
with 100 robots it is infeasible to explore all available states so a randomized al-
gorithm must be used. Fig. 5 shows the logarithm of the probability normalized for
eachE value as calculated by MMMC. This function shows the extremerange of
probabilities that can arise.

4.2 Microscopic simulation

Our sensor-based microscopic simulation uses an environment model in order to
produce artificial readings for virtual sensors. We use an efficient Delaunay trian-
gulation datastructure for representing positions of the robots as well as obstacles
within the environment. Sensor readings are generated fromthis data structure rather
than ray-casting in a bitmapped rendering. Robots are updated asynchronously.

The experiments used simulated robots with a velocity control interface. Lin-
ear and angular velocities were corrupted by three noise terms: multiplicative, addi-
tive and additive biased. The first two were drawn from normaldistributions at each
timestep, the last term represented a systematic bias and was drawn once at initializa-
tion. These values were different for each robot. The three terms for linear velocity
were drawn fromN(0, 0.012), N(0, 0.032), andN(0, 0.0022); similarly for angular ve-
locitiesN(0, 0.012), N(0, 2.52), N(0, 0.152); units are meters and degrees respectively.

The robots used three sensors: 1) a distance sensor with12 radial rays, each
with a range of0.5 meters, with multiplicativeN(0, 0.022), additiveN(0, 0.052), and
a additive bias for each rayN(0, 0.052); 2) a compass with four bits of information,
and added noiseN(0, 15.02) and added biasN(0, 2.02); 3) a single-bit sensor that re-
sponded to the sites of interest, that returned false-negatives with probability0.15 and
false-positives with probability0.08. Only the compass provided global information.
Distance readings returned from other robots and obstacleswere indistinguishable.

The simulator included a model of local-broadcast communication. Each robot
could send messages that may be heard within a disk of radius2m centered at the
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sender. Messages arrived at a robot distanced from the sender with a probability
given by0.02d2 − 0.18d + 1.0. We also provided a local point-to-point network:
robots could provide an intended recipient. These packets were locally broadcast
within the same2m disk, but automatically discarded by non-matching recipients.
The sender was notified of a successful transmission.

4.3 Comparison of methods

Each run of the microscopic simulation produces a single temporal evolution of the
robot system. It allows for comparison of task performance over time, with each in-
dependent execution offering new evidence. If the simulation is sufficiently realistic,
it offers a forecast of performance with physical robots, and is thus important for
validation purposes.

In contrast, MMMC does not simulate a single plausible trajectory. Instead, for
each knot it simulates a brief temporal sequence and reinitializes to a value within
the knot’s parameter space. That brief temporal sequence may fail to follow the same
strict dynamics rules as the robot system might. In the case of the Ising model, ran-
dom flips are permitted, even if they are not neighboring. Thekey aspect is that the
method provides a high-level characterization of the statistical aspects of the system.

Microscopic simulation is often used for iterative system design: insights from
simulation (often supplemented by analysis) provide incremental improvements.
Such methods operate in an end-to-end manner. The probabilistic characterization,
like MMMC, provides a complementary approach.

5 Results
Experiments were performed in a50m×50m arena with two disks of radius3m
placed at the North-East (NE) and South-West (SW) corners,2m from the sides.
The disks represent the sites of interest and can be sensed byrobots that are posi-
tioned over them. Without localization information and equipped with a noisy4-bit
compass, many robots reach the arena corner having missed orfailed to sense the
disk. Independent sensing by the many robots within the swarm lessens the effects
of the position and sensor uncertainty. Robots were initially placed in the arena cen-
ter and were tasked with visiting first the NE site, then the SWsite. The critical issue
is in synchronization of the decision to advance from one site to the next.

Synchronization is achieved by coupling Processes 1 and 2 together as described
above. On each robot the low-level controller (for obstacleavoidance, navigation,
sensor processing, etc.) uses a variable to track task state. The value of this vari-
able affects the interpretation of the compass readings andsteering. The low-level
controller is coupled to the two synchronization processesin two ways:

1. Input through gradual perturbation of the Process 1’s state space. A robot detecting
that it is over a site will increase the value of its Process 1 state (by200 units).
Observation of thrashing or lack of progress (by measuring odometry movement
of less that0.25m in 5s) results in the Process 1’s state being reset to zero.

2. Output produced by monitoring average values of Process 2’s the slow changing
state variables. Values are averaged over a12 second window. When the value is
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within a threshold of zero (we used0.02) a flag was set indicating that the task-
state variable would soon change. When the mean approaches either−1 or 1 (we
used0.98), the task-state variable is altered to show the beginning of the next task
(on−1) or return to the previous task (on1).

Fig. 6. Screen-shots of a simulation with441 robots running for∼ 520 seconds.

Fig. 6 shows simulation snap-shots of robots moving from thearena center to the
first and second inspection sites. Fig. 7 gives connectivityinformation for the same
run. The increasing density at each inspection location hada marked effect on the
number of neighbors each robot had. Fig. 8 gives a plot ofK1 and the averageM
value for three experimental runs. The figure shows Process 2’s state being switched
from −1 to +1 throughout the system. These three runs show similar behavior be-
cause the symmetry was broken in identical ways for each case. In 10 total runs,4
cases transitioned back to−1 and the robots stayed at the NE site. This is expected as
symmetry breaking occurred in an unbiased fashion; adding abias would stop such
cases from having to undergo the phase transition multiple times in order to reach
the decision to explore the next site.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
The experiments show that the gross simplifications made in modelling the indi-
vidual processes (especially Process 2) do not invalidate the general features of the
processes behavior. For example, the mean connectivity is shown to be significantly
higher than the value of4 used in MMMC simulations. Also, the linearization ar-
guments based on global constraints (e.g., in assuming fixedK1), statements about
“slow” couplings, and ignorance of sparse node or network failures, are all only plau-
sible to a limited extent. The experiments suggest that suchassumptions are valid
provided only very coarse features of the process behaviorsare considered.

The predictions of process behavior, even with major modelling simplifications,
can be useful provided the designer seeks a qualitative understanding of the behav-
ior. The model of the synchronisation processes presented here is robust because it
is based on the topological properties of the entropy surface. Our ongoing work is
considering other processes that result in particular properties of the entropy surface.

Fig. 7 suggests that a smaller communication disk may sufficefor the sequential
inspection in the environment we considered. An alternative approach (perhaps with-
out ergodic processes) could use the number of robots withincommunication range
in order to switch behavior directly. An interesting question is whether such a switch
would occur as abruptly as in our approach.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the composition ofergodic processes is
a feasible approach for tackling the synthesis problem, at least in the case of simple
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tasks. Synchronization, as a basis for sequencing, can be achieved by such processes.
Composition of processes is useful because each can be independently analyzed in
a manner that remains valid for combinations of ergodic processes. The analysis
attempts to understand the processes’ macroscopic behavior by considering the en-
tropy surface. Numerical tools are useful for expanding theset of processes which are
amenable to analysis, and, in particular, for dealing with issues that arise within finite
systems. We view analysis of composable processes as complementary to traditional
methods that iterate controller design at the complete system level. This approach
appears relatively robust to modelling errors, provided the description is used for
qualitative understanding of system behavior.
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